
Canadian Senior Pro Rodeo Association 
Board of Directors Conference Call Meeting Minutes  
Jan 28, 2019 at 7:00pm 

 
 

 
 

1. Meeting called to order @ 7pm 

 

2. Medical Services:  discussion regarding the ambulance, or lack of, issue that started at the AGM in October 

2018, talking of safety, liability, costs, etc, and all the information that he has gathered. 

-EMT cost is $65/hr  vs  Ambulance $105/hr   difference of only $40/hr 

-We are not the same as other associations (CPRA), and not as big as major jackpots, and 90% of our rodeos  

  are timed events only with no roughstock. 

-We have 40 to 80+ year old members. 

-We are still called “rodeo” which has a certain connotation to it, not like a “jackpot”. 

-They say that insurance classifies team roping and barrel racing as “big risk” items. 

-Some smaller town hospitals don’t have doctors present all the time so they would have to send major  

  injuries on to bigger facilities anyway. That might then move the liability to the hospital and off us. 

-Is there a guarantee that local hospitals would have an ambulance available when needed? 

 

MOTION that it be mandatory to have an ambulance at all rodeo perfs and slacks, Passed 

 

MOTION that each committee can choose to charge a $2 Ambulance Fee (per contestant, per rodeo) to help 

supplement the additional cost of going from EMT to Ambulance, Passed 

 

 

3. Asking for direction regarding a call received fon the new association (PSRA) start up. They would like some 

assistance from us in the way of using our rulebook until they complete their own and also to help spread the 

word about them by posting their info on our website. 

-Questions:  Do we want to support them? Do we still want to support NSPRA? Do we support both? 

-We need to be careful about distancing ourselves from NSPRA, what if PSRA fails? 

-Perhaps we support both by co-sanctioning some rodeos with each. ie: Montana rodeos with PSRA and at  

  least a five-rodeo-run with NSPRA and then everyone has a chance to qualify for any finals they so choose. 

 

MOTION that we allow our office to assist the PSRA with their start up, ie: rulebook info and website 

promotion, Passed 

 

4. Meeting adjourned at 8:30pm.  

 

 

 


